Shipping packaging for car bumpers

Non-returnable solution made of corrugated cardboard and foam plastic
**CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES**

- Non-returnable solution made of corrugated cardboard, foam plastic and wood
- Automotive parts are positioned in the foam plastic combs which are fixed to the wooden supports
- The outer packaging consists of U-shaped rings which are stuck together
- The wooden slats form locking grooves into which the foam combs are fixed

**CONSUMER BENEFITS**

- Delivered as 3+1 stacking: Three load carriers in flat-pack form and one assembled load carrier placed which contains the foam and wood components
- Packaging can be used for several different product types

**ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS/SUSTAINABILITY**

- Easy separation of materials, therefore correct sorting for recycling
- Optimised packaging process and lower use of warehouse space at the customer compared to the previous packaging solution

**KONTAKT**

THIMM Packaging Systems

Contact person: Veronika Bukáčková
Telephon: +420 602 260 642
E-mail: packagingsystems@thimm.cz
Internet: www.thimm.cz

**HIGHPACK CONSTRUCTION**

Shipping packaging

LOAD CARRIER